Library Security Defended

By Mark Weinz

The security check in the library has gone smoothly and only a few serious objections have been encountered, according to Lynn W. Walker, director of libraries.

Walker explained the policy was instituted essentially as a "open stack" service to students and as a sure we have extra persons at the check-out desk, especially between classes," Walker stated. They favor the security check because it has had problems in the past locating required or stacks.

Walker said the security check affects library personnel schedules. "We have to make sure we have extra persons at the check-out desk, especially between classes," Walker stated. When asked if he considered the security check to be a way to gain access to a wrangling Adamick said, "No, I don't think so. There is no way to gain access.

One FTU professor pointed out that it is not a right, but rather a privilege, to be allowed to borrow freely through stacks of books.

According to Walker, most, if not all, universities in the state university system now have "open stacks" policy.

(Continued on Page 9)

Regulation Switch Likley

By David Fontan

For spring quarter may be handled by a computer in Tampa rather than in Gainesville, according to Vice President for Academic Affairs C. B. Campbell.

The switch is being made as part of a statewide plan by the Board of Regents to reorganize state university data processing into four regional data centers. Bill Morris, director of computer services, said that because of difficulties, the next registration will be handled by a computer at the Central Florida Regional Data Center at the University of South Florida in Tampa, rather than at Gainesville, where it has been handled before.

Morris said, "Right now FTU is using the university somewhere between $80,000 and $100,000. When a student fails to get a hold of the computer, or it is not computer shutdown during registration will be less and less frequent than with the present system. Morris replied: "Well, so the amount of down time we have experienced with the regional data center has been less than what we used to get with Gainesville.

"This partly due to a new"

(Continued on Page 5)

FTU Student Fined
On Assault Charge

The unidentified FTU student arrested November 15, in connection with an assault on campus last quarter, was fined $37 in Orange County Criminal Court December 1.

First reports of the assaults came October 19, when an unidentified coed reported a similar assault. A similar assault occurred on the same day but the victim did not report it for eight days.

A coed was attacked on the fourth floor of the library October 27. There were three more such assaults on the fourth floor. One coed said the assailant also exposed himself to her.

"FTU is not alone in this"

(Continued on Page 5)

ROCKING vigorously back and forth in his chair, lighting cigarette after cigarette, Steve Adamicke reflected on the past six months he has been in office as FTU Student Government president.

Leaving back and appearing somewhat nervous Adamicke recalled the original campaign promises he made last year when he was overwhelmingly elected SG president in May.

Adamicke, speaking in office Adamicke had completed or nearly completed half of his campaign promises. He said this good or bad lies in the eyes of the beholder.

ONE of the most successful promises made by Adamicke was the expansion of the student Government subsidy program. This program Adamicke was selling lower-priced tickets to Florida State and Women's Theatres at a considerable savings (at least 50 per cent) to the purchaser.

According to Adamicke, the single most popular continuing program on campus is definitely the subsidy program. We have already sold 35,000 tickets to one theatre chain.

Adamicke continued, "In the past, Student Government helped subsidize tickets for Superstar and four rock concerts at the Tangerine Bowl and the Orlando Sports Stadium. This past summer I helped initiate what we call the Family Treasure Book."

"This combined 81 coupons which were redeemable at restaurants, record stores, beauty salons and grocery stores in Orange County. If the coupons were used in every way possible the purchaser would have received a savings of $15.

"COMING up soon we hope to include in the subsidy program discount coupons to McDonald's and discount coupons to the University Drive-In," said Adamicke.

"To me, the most beneficial program on campus has been the Student Book Exchange."

By Mark Zimmerman

Adamicke added, "Although not all 6,000 students use the exchange, we provide a service for those who need it. We are trying to provide this service for those who can't afford to go out and buy a new book every quarter, because there are many books are on very tight budget where every dollar counts," continued Adamicke.

ADAMICKE also fought to get pre-registration back for the students. He said he felt this was one of the biggest accomplishments during his term of office so far.

Another project set up by the SG president has been the Lake Claire area. Although four years and $65,000 have been spent on the project, how much the recreational area is used is not really known.

"Most students commute to this campus so the project will not be fully used now. I have faith that in the future when more apartments spring up around campus, and if more dormitories are built on campus, more people will use the facilities," Adamicke said.

He added, "People will be thankful in a few years, at Lake Claire and be an outdoor recreational greenbelt. The area there never will be at any sewage dumped into it and the use of power boats will be forbidden."

"We first started work on the Lake Claire project in 1970 by constructing a road to the lake and clearing a dirt parking lot. We changed the drainage from going into the lake to the swamp behind the lake," said Adamicke.

Adamicke said, "We added a pump, a pump house and developed the area more. We have a picnic area, a picnic area, a beach area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a picnic area, a pic

(Continued on Page 9)
The Florida Alligator

Requiescat In Pace

SOUND THE death dirge, the 21-gun salute, haul out the black crepe, call in the little old ladies who mourn for a living. Ask not for what the bell tolls, Florida Alligator, it tolls for thee.

Is this a superfused, overly dramatic reaction to the passing of the Alligator from its time-honored niche on the University of Florida campus? No. In comparison with the masterpieces of mauve melodrama created by the hand of "Gator" editor Randy Bellowes, it is nothing more or less than a monumental bit of understatement.

In a piece of editorial comment, which will likely go down in history as the greatest parade of the Declaration of Independence ever written, Bellowes last week managed to prove beyond a doubt the truth of one of the framers' favorite saws. Yes, indeed! Even the mighty Alligator can't bite the hand that feeds it, and expect to be fed again another day.

In SHORT, the Florida Alligator has finally gotten what it has been asking for a long time. Walking papers, the pink slip, the order of the boot - in any man's language the other. We believe with just cause, and we hope subsistence with the other.

--The fact that the Alligator does not now, and never has to our knowledge, served the "university community." It serves the students of U of F, admittedly, but what of the other members of the community (administrators, faculty and career service personnel)?

--The fact that a newspaper (student, university or otherwise) has no right to be treated indiscriminately with one hand and expect subsistence with the other.

--The fact that no tradition (even of 65-year vintage) should be continued when it has become harmful to the system of which it is a part.

--The fact that the only publication that has a place on a state university campus is a "university"-one that caters not only to the student, but to the entire university family, one that is not university controlled, but is cognizant of and responsive to the system, one that can criticize constructively rather than destructively.

THE ALLIGATOR has an illustrious history, no doubt, but one that has endangered not only its own existence, but that of its neighboring publications as well.

Herein is the real crux of the issue. "Freedom," some patriotic American once said, "is the right to let your arm swing just where the other man's nose begins." No one or no establishment is so important that it should be allowed consistently to violate this premise without some just retribution in exchange.

Such is the fate of the old man of state university publications, the beloved Alligator, black sheen of the university system. Whether the Alligator sinks or swims now is academic. What matters is the purchase price has been raised (well above with just cause), and we hope the Alligator will be big enough to bear that punishment and make the best of its new situation, bearing in mind that first and foremost rule of good journalism - RESPONSIBILITY.

HIDDEN THOUGHTS
By William Lee Hidden

A certain company recently put out an all-nude calendar, much to the discomfort of many not-so-liberation-minded men. The calendar, as you have probably heard, featured all male models.

Complaints came in from all over to the publisher of this calendar. Some even complained that such a calendar was in very bad taste and should be withdrawn (well above with just cause), and we hope the calendar will be big enough to bear that punishment and make the best of its new situation, bearing in mind that first and foremost rule of good journalism - RESPONSIBILITY.

Decide Prizes Draw Criticism

Editor: Today I was charged an outrageously ridiculous price of $8 for a parking decal. Why is this so unfair when everyone else is paid at least $10? For the simple reason that I will be in attendance at this university for one quarter, winter, only. So I should have a decal good through August? It appears it would have been cheaper to risk getting tickets for no decal than to be honest and pay for one.

So the sticker was printed by $2.-big deal! Since this university has upped its parking price per year to match those of other state universities, I think it should adopt similar policies all the way, not halfway.

Having attended another state university (the big one) for the last six months, I happen to know that they do give out decals for no charge.

Other than this one irritating incident, I found the university police in the past to be extremely helpful in finding mysteriously lost keys, towing incapacitated cars from the hand lots and, for the most part, being generally nice guys. However, this visit to U.P. (University Police) cost me a little more than I expected, and I'm afraid it just killed my whole image of the department for good.

John A. Trotter 
Natural Sciences 
Transient student from University of Florida

The public forum is promulgated at an annual gross cost of approximately $36,726 to inform members of the university community of related news, announcements and activities. Less an approximate annual revenue of $9,066, this document is distributed for an annual net cost to the state of approximately $31,986, or 8.5 cents per copy.

Nathaniel Ames - 1807
Wine Barred

A discussion concerning the addition of wine to an investigation of the feasibility of a campus store is scheduled by Dean of Men Paul R. McQuilkin later this month.

McQuilkin, committee chairman, indicated that the study is to be conducted in part by the Ad Hoc Committee formed to study the matter.

The committee is presently studying the feasibility of the sale of beer on campus, and if it agrees in principle, it will be able to institute a program of the sale of beer on campus. Their recommendation will be submitted to Brown and then be forwarded to the Board of Regents.

Dr. McQuilkin said the committee's purpose had already been outlined by Vice President for Student Affairs W. Dan Brown and in the recent minutes of the Ad Hoc Committee.

Potts asked why wine was excluded and McQuilkin replied he could only consider that its exclusion was intentional. He added that he felt there was not much difference between beer and wine and that wine could be added later.

When pressed, he said that wine would require a permit license and that student interest on this point at this time is of no concern.

The committee is presently studying the feasibility of the sale of beer on campus, and if it agrees in principle, it will be able to institute a program of the sale of beer on campus. Their recommendation will be submitted to Brown and then be forwarded to the Board of Regents.

Among the plans for study is a student questionnaire to determine if there is a market for beer on campus.

Margaret Mead To Speak Of Past And Present Cultures

Dr. Margaret Mead, the eminent sociologist and author, will speak about American culture and the outlook for the future on the Village Green.

Dr. Mead is newest book, "Blackberry Winter: My Earlier Years," is currently on the best seller list. She has written enough books to fill a small library.

By saying Dr. Mead is an anthropologist, a sociologist and a writer would not do her career justice. Her writing reflects her knowledge of fields such as ecology, family life, mental health and nutrition. The list does not stop there; she has concerned herself with practically all aspects of culture.

She has studied the culture of various primitive tribes and has related her observationsFO to contemporary cultures.

Dr. Mead has made two expansions to New Guinea. The first in 1928. In 1963 she returned to the same village in New Guinea.

Dr. Mead is most recent book, "Blackberry Winter: My Earlier Years," is currently on the best seller list. She has written enough books to fill a small library.

Brain Quiz Set

January 22 is the deadline for students to enter the annual competition for their own trees, against other students in the FTU College Bowl. Teams or individuals may enter up to three trees in the Village Center main desk. All entries will be judged and eligible to enter their own team.

The College Bowl will be held January 29 through 31, and February 1 and 2, and again from February 5 through 9.

There will be a competition in the same as the television College Bowl. Questions will be asked of the teams or individual by a narrator. The first contestant to hit bell will get to answer the question. A correct answer gains points, an incorrect answer loses them.

From the overall competition the best contestant will be chosen to make up an All-Star team. The All-Star team will be eligible to represent FTU in competition at the Association of College Unions International (ACUI) College Bowl.

CIVIC MUSIC CONCERTS

The Central Florida Civic Music Association has announced a special membership price of $10 for the last four concerts of their 1973-74 season.

This concert series subscription price covers concerts on January 9, February 6 and March 13 and 20.

The Joffrey Ballet will perform February 6, the Minnesota Orchestra, March 13, and violinist Isaac Stern, March 27.

Additional information may be obtained by calling Streets Tickets Agency, 424-0551.

Engines Confirm Study

A study by a group of four FTU engineers confirms the premise that streamlining and updating the communication center of the Orlando Police Department (OPD) is a wise community investment.

The FTU team, headed by Dr. Robert D. Doering, associate professor of industrial engineering, developed a computer model to simulate the responses of a "real world" system to a wide variety of emergency situations. The objective of the model was to determine the operational effectiveness of the system against incident demands projected into 1980.

Chief Robert Cheviron of the OPD praised the efforts of the FTU engineers, noting as he accepted their report that it represented the first past of an overall plan to effect a technological fusion of personnel, technology and management techniques into his department.

The project was prompted as a result of a disturbance during the November meeting of the BOR in Gainesville. During that meeting a group of student activities interrupted the regular business and demanded that University of Florida President Stephen O'Connell be fired.

NEW POLICY MAKES RULE TO LIMIT SPEAKERS

The Florida Cabinet Tuesday rejected a proposal by the Board of Regents requiring persons to give 14 days advance notice to appear before the BOR.

This rejection was accompanied by a request that the FTU Board of Regents (BOR), Jack McGriff, along with other board members, on Monday, Jan. 29, present a new proposal requesting students and faculty to submit written requests in order to bring matters before the board.

The new policy states that requests must be submitted to the president of the university at least 15 days before the board meeting. The president is then to forward the requests to the Regents chairman along with his opinion on the matter.

The policy also requires non-university persons to make their requests directly with the chancellor of the State University System.

The policy has been met with considerable criticism that it is an infringement of free speech. Chancellor Robert R. Mautz has said it is a mere formality.

According to Mautz, requests will be approved "provided there is a valid reason and a valid subject matter warranting the appearance." It is this determination, however, that has created much controversy.

The determination is to be made by the chancellor.

"Until now," said McGriff, who replaced Dr. Louis Murray of Orlando on the BOR, "there has been no set guideline for determining who is placed on the agenda and who is not. This policy gives us something to work with, and it seems fair and quite flexible.

Some critics feared that each university president would have the final say over requests passed to him. This, however, is not the case. The president is asked only for his opinion. The BOR makes the final decision.

The new policy was prompted as a result of a disturbance during the November meeting of the BOR in Gainesville. During that meeting a group of student activities interrupted the regular business and demanded that University of Florida President Stephen O'Connell be fired.

DEAN OF MEN Paul R. McQuilkin outlines the committee's plan of action. (Photos by Craig Fowdell)
Restaurant ‘Relaxing’

By Pete Reynolds

A common complaint in Central Florida centers around having “nothing to do.” This article does not intend to try to refute that obviously well-founded complaint, but there is a place to go for a relatively inexpensive evening of good times.

Steak & Brew, located on U.S. 17-92 in Fern Park is the place.

Steak & Brew is a restaurant modeled after an old English pub, and like the pubs, the atmosphere is calm and relaxed. There is never any pressure to hurry and, unlike so many places where alcoholic beverages are served, there is not an excessive amount of noise. Style of dress is optional and on any night there can be seen both suits and jeans.

However, the best part of the restaurant is not the atmosphere nor the management’s attitude toward eating; it is the food and drink. Nor the management’s attitude with good food and no hassle, for their salads, and all the bread and drinking is much broader extras the restaurant provides.

To top it off, the basic price also includes all the beer or wine. If you order the basic package includes a 12 oz. steak cooked just the way you like it.

In all, the selection of food and drink is much broader than the basic items listed. If you’d like to visit a place with good food and no hustle, then Steak & Brew may be the place for you.

Campus Glances

REVIEWS PUBLISHED

Dr. David Mays of the psychology department has published a review of five books in the December 1973 issue of the Educational Theater Journal.

Churchill Role Challenging

By Fran Elliott

RICHARD Attenborough, a fine actor, has added himself with quite a challenge in directing-producing the fine version of the first quarter-century of Winston Churchill’s life, as many historians claim Churchill may be the most notable political figure of our time.

The movie is extremely well done, featuring fine acting jobs by Robert Shaw as Lord Randolph, Anne Bancroft as Lady Jeannie Churchill and Simon Ward as young Winston, who fortunately for the audience’s sake, characterizes without completely imitating the unusual physical and vocal qualities of the late Churchill. The only exception to this is that Ward’s voice is used in narrating portions of the film as the old Churchill and, during this, he overdoes the famous “summ” pause used by “Winnie.”

The first 25 years of Churchill is made up of successes and failures as told in the book, “My Early Life-The Roving Commission.” The title sequence sets the film off to a good start by showing actual photos and newsreels of the Churchill youth. Then the story backs up to depict the childhood spent at Harrow where he had few friends (and no experiences) and Sandhurst (where he finally comes out a top military man).

The only really exciting scenes are during his unorthodox military marches in the Boer War and on the deserts of India. He has an almost unbelievable escape from an enemy prison which is certainly partially responsible for building his reputation and his popularity with the English people.

EXCEPT for the reality of the material presented and the actor’s voice being used in narrating portions of the film, Churchill himself that he married Clementine Hoser and “lived happily ever after.”

Language Book Due

Sometime next month, the product of 2½ years of correspondence among six language authorities around the country will be published by Charles C. Thomas under the title, “The Modification of Language Behavior.”

Dr. Benjamin Lahey of FPU’s psychology department edited the book and contributed the chapter on minority group languages. The other five co-authors dealt with the language difficulties of mentally retarded and schizophrenic children, stuttering, aphasia and cluttering.

Each authority has summarized research which documents the application of behavior modification principles to language problems. Lahey said he feels this book will interest parents, psychologists, speech therapists, and educators.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOOK EXCHANGE

BOOK EXCHANGE

JANUARY 19 -

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO REDEEM BOOKS OR MONEY

OPEN 10am - 3pm
Brownsville Station Concert
To Rock Campus Tonight

By Mike Crites

Brownsville Station, a rock and roll band from Ann Arbor, Mich., will appear in the Village Center Assembly Room tonight. Student tickets are $1.50, and are available at the V.C.'s main desk until 4 p.m. today. Admission for anyone at the door is $4.

Identification cards are required for students to purchase advance tickets. The concert will begin at 8:30 p.m.

The band will play songs from their record, "Night on the Town." The most important numbers in their set are "Country Flavor," "Rock With the Music," and "Hustled (Dead or Alive)."

Lester Bangs wrote in the "Rolling Stone" about the group's album: "There's enough monstrous moves in here to make this well worth shellin' out a few shekels for..."

Chuck Kidd, lead guitarist, spoke of the group's philosophy in a "Zoo World" interview: "We feel that people should admit that they are in the business of entertaining people, that's why we do the little things, naps and comedy bits, jump tunes, things to spice up the evening..."

Brilliant colors and wild styles are employed in the costuming of the band. They wear orange high-heeled boots, artificial lights, hot pants, silver fringe, flowered jackets and other outlandish clothes.

Gray Shaw analyzed the band in "Fusion": Brownsville Station decided it was time to show the world that rock and roll doesn't have to be Chuck Berry songs, it can be thoroughly contemporary."

During 1972 Brownsville Station performed in Orlando's Tangerine Bowl and St. Petersburg's Bayfront Center. The band is dedicated to audience participation and enthusiasm through rock and roll music.

Campus Glances

Hare Krishna

Members of the Orlando Hare Krishna sect will be on campus today. They will offer a free Yoga feast at noon in the V.C. Multipurpose Room. A lecture on "The Next Stage of Evolution" will be given, along with a slide show and mantra meditation. Incense, books and beads will be available.

and more sophisticated terminal we are using. However, the machines composing the entire system are made by several different companies, so problems are bound to occur somewhere. We just hope we can "debug" most of them before we put the system to a test like registration. So far we have experienced no real problems with the computer in fact we are presently running all of our student programs over the Tampa computer."

PROBLEMS with past registrations have included difficulties in the communication between the terminal here and the computer in Gainesville. Morris said the problem of distance remains unchanged and is complicated by the fact that transmission now goes through two telephone companies rather than one, as did when Gainesville's computer was being used.

He said the system is workable, but he still feels the best system would be for FTU to have its own computer. But since that is not financially feasible he said FTU will have to borrow the present system by devising adequate back-up systems.

Vice President for Business Affairs John P. Goree said that under the present timetable a remote job terminal for administrative purposes should be set up by April. He said that once the new system is rolling the university will be able to do more things that it could not with the University of Florida's computer.

NOT ONLY are programs being converted but plans are being laid for their change. Morris said two major changes are under wraps for the registration program. Gambrell said the university will not run the risk of using the new system for next quarter's registration if there is any chance it will not operate, thus inconvenience students.

Registration

(Continued from Page 1)

— ORLANDO’S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINER THEATRE —

UNLIMITED BUFFET - All you can eat, plus great plays and music with New York casts.

Special discount arrangements can be made for students and groups.

Special meals and more...
Modern Art Bizarre
But Not Beautiful

By Weber Ivy

Who says art has to be lovely, and easy to understand, yet enticing in its richness of meaning and detail, full of the zest and skill of its creator, pointing the way to be a touching truth about ourselves? Well, there are still a few die-hard laymen, like myself, who subjectively insist that anything calling itself art should have an accessible importance as well as an impact.

From the Mark Lynch sculpture exhibit in the Village Center Art Gallery, the writer came away with a general impression of oversimplified ugliness whose implied message was, "This is modern art, which you can never hope to understand. Get over it.

Indeed, the "Frog Skin," a large, carved cotton reel selling for $500, seemed to ward off every evil eye within 50 miles of it, as it slowly turned in and out, following the air currents in the room while it hung from the ceiling like the charred victim of a prehistoric lava flow.

There were other works such as "Sacrifice," which the writer found interesting in a bizarre sort of way, but of all the exhibited works seem to demoralize the possibility of having delicacy and grace in present-day art, in any known forms of study, color, depth and texture. If you are still interested in that kind of things, come by the Village Center Art Gallery anytime from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

What a delightful contrast we have in the two exhibits free in the Library lobby! As you go through the front door you will find "Journals and Sketchbooks at Red Rees," a contemporary example of the student's pursuit of visually and verbally recording the impressions that a man gleaned from travels through countries, personalities and his own mind.

Reeves, a native of Winter Garden, renders in lines such objects as the face of Greta Garbo, provocatively half-hidden by her raincoat as she walks through the street; the winsome winner at a 1915 "Better Babies Contest" at the Orlando Fair, a "British Sketchbook," appearing in the Winter Garden Times, which gave a daily account of a summer stay in England, and many other things.

Beside the stairway in the lobby is Arnold Cain's photographic rendering of the people of Israel. Looking at the photographs, the writer sensed the paradox of a modern nation rising out of an ancient land. An old fortress overtops a parking lot, a skycraper towers bravely over unbleached stone houses which look as though they had sprouted on the freed prairie shoes.

Above all, it is a portrait of a people's people, from the Westernized patrons of a Tel Aviv hotel's cafe to the hoodedness Arab slipping a bottled drink through a straw. As Arnold Cain says, "It will be obvious to the observer that these are a people of great warmth and humanity."

METALLURGY LECTURE

A four-part evening lecture series on coatings and finishes, sponsored by the American Society for Metals (ASM), was conducted at the South Orlando National Bank starting January 18.

Eight prominent speakers will be featured during the series, which is open to the public. Each lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. Other dates are January 25, February 1 and February 8.

For further information contact Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein, FTU associate professor of engineering, at 3118 Dellwood Dr., Orlando, or call 275-2731 (before 6 p.m.) or 894-6007.

Channel 24 Gets Pledges

WFTV-TV NEWS Director David Waterman interviews an unidentified man about his thoughts on the recently discussed adoption of a modified semester system for FTU. In a 5 per cent sample the station found out 75 per cent favor the quarter system, 20 per cent favor semester and 5 per cent are undecided. (Photo by Robert Biedenharn)

Public television, Channel 24, has announced that $10,000, has been received in pledges to the station can pay for the new mobile unit and continue broadcasting during the week.

The new unit will be used to fulfill an existing contact with the Orange County School Board.

The station discovered late last year that a former employee had taken $11,677 in channel funds and fabricated a $10,000 pledge supposedly made by a wealthy citizen. The ex-employee's father repaid the $11,677 but the station acting Channel 24 depends on broad community support. If we are to survive our present crisis we have to must have everyon's dollar support.

The station is also conducting a "Tower Power" campaign to raise $100,000 for the installation of a new transmitter and antennas on the "call tower" in Bithle. While public response has been good the station still needs $5,000 to carry out the program.

Unlike channels 2, 6 and 9.

Channel 24 receives no advertising revenue, so the station is dependent on viewer support. Viewers can become contributing members for $25 a year.

Community Glances

INDIA SLIDES

"Viewpoint India," a series of 600 color slides, flashed simultaneously from two projectors and synchronized to music, will be presented free of charge by the John Young Museum and Planetarium 7:30 p.m. Thursday.

IT'S A BIG PUT-ON!

Merrill's Men's Wear Factory Outlet 647-1108
807 W. Fairbanks - Across from Holler Chevrolet

Double Knot Trousers
Values to $29.95, priced from $12.95

Men's Dress or Sport Shirts
Values to $14.00, priced from $4.98

Relax
Values to $8.95, priced from $3.98 - $4.98

MARGARET MEAD

NOTED AUTHOR - ANTHROPOLOGIST

SPEAKS ON

"THE UNDETERMINED FUTURE?"

TUESDAY, JANUARY 23RD

11:45

VILLAGE CENTER GREEN

WEATHER-PERMITTING

DE ASSEMBLY ROOM

HILL BILLY PUBLIC RIDING STABLES

OPEN "N DAYS A WEEK

50 HORTS

FOR HIRE BY THE HOUR

Rates: $3.00 per hour

INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE

OPERATOR: BILL WATERS 
PHONE: 322-3478
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THE FuTUre's first Friday Guy is sophomore music major Sam Barnes. A native of El Paso, Tex., Sam is currently a singer at a Walt Disney World lounge, and unfortunately for the ladies on campus is happily married. (Photo by Pete Reynolds)
MIKE VAUGHN relaxes in this apartment. Vaughn has returned to FTU after a ten-month absence during which he was hospitalized with a severe kidney ailment. Various campus groups participated in efforts to help him on the road to recovery. (Photo by Ed Burton)

Recovered Mike Vaughn
Returns To FTU And Friends

By Sal Seminars

For FTU student Mike Vaughn a ten month ordeal is just about over and thankfully this is one story with a happy ending.

The story began last March when Mike, like most other students, was busy studying for finals. He had been trying to fight off the flu for a couple weeks, but as the time wore on he was more worried about his finals than his health.

The flu attacked Mike’s kidneys, which had been weakened by a rare disease he has had since he was two years old. By the end of March his kidneys had completely stopped functioning and his life depended on the use of an expensive kidney machine in Gainesville.

He underwent an operation once in April and by the end of the month, after 6 weeks of treatment, Mike’s medical bill was already about $17,000. With his medical insurance just about used up and two more operations necessary, Mike had every reason to be pessimistic.

Here is where Mike Vaughn’s luck began to change for the better. A rigorous on-campus drive, headed by Mike’s Kappa Sigma fraternity brother John Yoeppe, began raise money to pay for his operations. Soon the other fraternities and sororities began to ship in with various money-making activities such as car washes, marathons and door-to-door
collecting.

Mike had his kidneys removed in May and one kidney from his father was implanted in August. Both operations were successful, and as result he was able to return to FTU this quarter to take 18 hours of classes. He also resumed his campus duties on the housing, public relation and social committee.

Dateline .......

Honolulu, Hawaii....

By David Foster

The University of Hawaii has come up with a new course offering that may appeal to students complaining of air pollution and worsening traffic congestion. The course, entitled Calling Gainsville, Florida....

...in a move that surprised absolutely no one, University of Florida President Stephen O’Connell finally managed last week to kick the campus newspaper to let a single president beat her to death at 65 years of age. Somehow, we will survive. But dear reader, we will need your help and your support. And your love.” Encore, encore.

Tampa, Florida....

Just to show that the sentiments of FTU students are not statewide, a group of students at the University of South Florida actually blocked bulldozer constructing a parking lot last week. However, the students cited the proximity of the lot to adjacent dorms and a lack of student input into the location decision as reasons for their opposition, rather than an excess of parking space.

Would you pay $10.95 for a workbook with only 116 printed pages and 295 graph pages? University of South Florida students taking organic chemistry have done so for the last two quarters, despite the fact that the workbook was published in violation of university regulations. Investigations have disclosed that the university professors who published the books also receive royalties, a direct violation of rules; however, the book continues in use.

Weekly Activity Calendar

TODAY

ENTRY DEADLINE: Class pool tournament, VC desk.

BASKETBALL: FTU vs. Fla. A&M, 8 p.m., Convocation Center.

BROWNSVILLE STATION CONCERT: 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

SATURDAY, JAN. 20

WRESTLING: FTU vs. Fla. A&M, 8 p.m., Taltalamos.

VC MOVIE: “Beedu” 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

SUNDAY, JAN. 21

ZETA TAU ALPHA: pledge meeting, 6-8:30 p.m., VC 214.

ZETA TAU ALPHA: Chapter meeting, 6:30-8:30 p.m., VCAR-A.

MONDAY, JAN. 22

ENTRY DEADLINE: Women’s tennis singles, College Room, VC main desk.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 6:30-9:30 p.m., VCAR-A.

CHESS CLUB: 7-9 p.m., VC 300.

TAU EPSILON PHI: 7:30-9 p.m., VC 214.

TUESDAY, JAN. 23

Dr. Margaret Read: 11 a.m., VC Gym.

SOCIETY CLUB: 11 a.m.-noon, LR 212.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: 11 a.m.-noon, EN 360.

DELTA SIGMA PI: 11 a.m.-noon, LR 234, 239.

UNIVERSITY BAND: 11 a.m.-noon, VC North Courtyard.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS: 11 a.m.-noon, VC 214.

BLACK STUDENT UNION: 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m., VC 311.

KAPPA SIGMA: Captain meeting, 11 a.m.-noon, VC 200.

VILLAGE CENTER BOARD: Meeting, 4-7 p.m., VC 200.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA: 6:30-10 p.m., VC 211.

WRESTLING: FTU vs. Tampa University 7:30 p.m., Tampa.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24

U.S. MARINE CORPS: Testing 9 a.m., VC 200.

CRAFT CLASSES: Candle making, 7-11 p.m., VC 319.

BASKETBALL: FTU vs. New Hampshire College, 8 p.m., Home: John Highland.

“I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER!” Movie 9:30 p.m., VCAR.

THURSDAY, JAN. 25

CAROM BILLIARDS & CHESS TOURNAMENT: VC Game Room.

U.S. MARINE CORPS: Testing, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., VC 200.

BLACK STUDENT UNION: 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m., VC 211.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT: Senate meeting, 4-5:30 p.m., VCAR-A.

“I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER!” Movie 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

MOVIE: “I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER!”

TUESDAY, JAN. 23

1-NGMAR 1-200.

FATHER” — AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER ALIANCE

“Gene Hackman is one of our finest actors, but hasn’t received nearly the credit he merits. This should do it.”

MELVIN DOUGLAS and Gene Hackman are magnificent together.

They break your heart!”

"I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER" by David Foster

For every son who ever loved his father and hated his old man...

1973
Student To Teach Hatha Yoga Class

After a bicycle accident injured his back, Bill McGrath took up yoga on the advice of his doctor.

New 2½ years later, McGrath's back is now healed, but also 'my nervous system and circulation are in peak condition.'

McGrath will be teaching a class in Hatha Yoga starting Monday in the Physical Education Center.

"People have misconceptions about yoga. It is not always standing on one's head or lying on a bed of nails," said McGrath.

He added, "This class will deal mostly with asanas (exercises). The exercises are based on the postures of animals, such as the cat, swan, camel and snake. Breathing is an important part of life and his Hatha Yoga Class the lung has the capacity to breathe correctly with those who have nervous tension or disorders," said McGrath.

"Yoga is a discipline which brings your mind and body together and teaches you how to function with the other and not separately. Yoga will increase your flexibility, and tone your muscles and nerves. This class will greatly benefit those who have nervous tension and stomach disorders," said McGrath.

ART DEPARTMENT chairman Steve Lotz is being honored by an exhibition of his drawings this month in Hamburg, Germany. It is Lotz's first European one-man show.

A collection of 30 recent drawings, many of which were on display in the VC last month, are among the works being shown at the Gallery for Contemporary Art.

Outing Club

"Outdoors nut" will not want to miss smatree at the beach, the next Outing Club trip will hold a meeting Thursday at 11 a.m. in RN 206.

"We are working on setting up a day camp center at the university. But when it will be worked out, I don't know," said Adamick.

The Mysterious art of yoga not only acts as a healing and regenerative force, "but is a discipline that brings the mind and body together, and teaches them how to function as one." FTU student Bill McGrath found his way to health with yoga, and soon will begin to teach the techniques to others. (Photos by Craig Powell)

Campus Glances

HEADED, "SG in the past had a problem in funding clubs and organizations but now we are able to help those organizations and individuals who may need financial help on a sponsored project.

"I hope in the future that we can work on the idea of adding an extra $1.50 per student to each quarter's tuition. This money could be used to help lobby for the best interest of students in the state capital," said Adamick.

"During my administration Student Government has grown from 20 persons and a $60,000 budget to 100 persons and a $135,000 budget. Also I have helped with the enactment of the student bill of rights, the revision of the judicial system at FTU and more student control over the court system," said Adamick.

Art

This gallery specializes in figurative sculpture by European artists and work by members of the Masters of Fine Art International. With this showing, Lotz joins a prestigious roster of creative artists who are included in the gallery's "stable." (Photos by the
Rajchel Describes Co-op Beginnings

"Cooperative education began in the Garden of Eden when God told Adam that he would have to earn his keep by the sweat of his brow," said Thaddeus P. Rajchel, FTU Co-op director.

Rajchel's remarks came after a regional cooperative education seminar. College and university officials from throughout Central Florida attended the workshop held last Wednesday, Jan. 18, in the Administration Building.

W. Rex Brown, FTU vice president for student affairs, began the meeting saying, "Cooperative education gives students practical experience and an understanding of human relations, aids students financially and makes studies more meaningful."

In the Co-op program, students alternate quarters of academic work and employment.

Actors Selected For 2 Productions

Parts have been cast for the theatre department's plays, Luigi Pirandello's "Right You Are If You Think You Are" and "You Are Without Really Trying."

" right You Are," which will be produced February 15-17, features Michael Hall, Dennis Long, Randy Fountain and Cheryl Caroncino in the main roles of Lamberto Landi, Signora Ponza, Ponza and Signor Ponza, respectively.

The play, written in 1917, will be directed by the Harry Smith. "Right You Are" is typical of Pirandello's major interest in drama, Smith said, and added that the play examines the nature of reality and illusion and will include filmed sequences to enhance the stage action.

"How to Succeed in Business" will also feature Miss Caroncino, as well as Vince Sanso, Larry Turner, Mike Beausoleil, Noni Fessell and Diane Davis.

The musical, directed by Mrs. Frances Johnson and to be produced April 4-6, includes faculty and staff members in its cast. Musical director will be Richard Schoebeniable.

Campus Glances

FOSSILS COURSE

Florida fossils will be the topic of a course to be offered beginning 7:30 p.m. February 6 at the John Young Museum and Planetarium. The course will continue for eight consecutive Tuesdays and will cost $14 for museum non-members.

DALL EXHIBIT

An exhibit of the jewels and drawings of Salvador Dali is being presented by the John Young Museum and Planetarium now through February 4.

CROCHET EXHIBIT

The John Young Museum and Planetarium is now exhibiting Ronald Goodman's "crocheted sculpture" through February 4.

Goodman, a textile designer-craftsman, will offer two workshops on creative crocheting and fold-and-dye January 28 and 29. Tuition for each workshop is $25.

ASTRONOMY

The John Young Museum and Planetarium will offer a course on intermediate astronomy beginning February 8 and continuing for eight consecutive Thursdays. Cost of the course is $14 for museum non-members.

Tram Plan Considered

FTU is currently looking with interest at the University of Florida's proposed experimental tram system. Fred Clayton, FTU director of university physical planning, said consideration for a tram system of some sort at FTU was made even before construction was begun on the campus.

The University of Florida was recently given administrative approval for an experimental tram system on the Gainesville campus. Pending final approval by the Arrow Development Corp., an operating tram system is expected sometime this quarter, and it is this system in which FTU is interested.

Clayton said he feels a tram system at FTU would be "quite feasible" and hopes to see a system similar to the one at the University of Florida's here in the future.

GOSH!

The name of the drummer that Ringo Starr replaced on the Beatles was Pete Best.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

Deadline January 25 to update membership lists officers & advisors.

Report to Student Government Office

(Village Center) immediately.
YOU WILL MEET A SHORT, FAT FUJI~AQUARIUS.~

• PISCES:

For January 19, 1963.

WE LEEDS OF WINTER PARK, INC.
311 Park Avenue, South

You will meet a short, fat...
MUSTACHE

CONTEST

SIGN UP

JANUARY 15 THROUGH JANUARY 22

at the VC main desk

come to us with a clean face

go away with a hairy face

PRIZES GIVEN IN

4 CATEGORIES

Prizes donated by

McDONALDS

NUTHIN' BUTT

LeVI'S

Semoran Shopping
Center

Northgate Plaza
Lifters Dominate Invitational Meet

FTU's Weightlifting Club scored three firsts and two seconds in the Florida Invitational Weightlifting Meet held last Saturday in the FTU VC Assembly Room. Teams from Florida State, University of Florida, Vero Beach, Daytona Beach, Orlando and St. Petersburg participated in the event.

Farrel Byrd, Sheridan Becht and Harvey Newton claimed first places for FTU. Becht was the only participant in his class and Newton dominated their classes with outstanding performances.

Byrd has over and over again proven to everyone that he is the best 148 lb. lifter in the state. His four lift total easily dominated his category, although it was not a personal best 148 lb. lifter in the state. Byrd dominated his category, from setting up the weights prior to the meet took its toll on him during the match.

Newton led his class by some 145 points including 13-21 from the floor-and most from 15-25 ft.

John Smith uncoiled his 165 lb. lift during action of the Florida Invitational Weightlifting Meet held at FTU last Saturday. Byrd won his class with a two lift total of 460 lbs. (Photo by Pete Wilcox)

FTU Faces North Georgia, Bloomfield This Weekend

Knights Reverse Deacle
Into 106-56 Atlantic Thrashing

By Larry McGurk
Sports Editor

Mike Clark

Against Palm Beach Atlantic, their highest upset of the season, FTU could do very little wrong. FTU pressed effectively from the outset of the game and put together a well-designed fastbreak to score 106 points.

Mike Clark scored 16 points, to lead FTU, but John Smith probably had the best game, grabbing 17 rebounds and chipping in with 15 points.

Night and day.

That's how different FTU's basketball Knights looked in consecutive games last Wednesday and Saturday nights.

LAST WEDNESDAY the Knights took on a little too much to handle in Memphis State. State won, 124-75. And then on Saturday FTU met probably quite not enough in Palm Beach Atlantic. FTU won 106-56.

This weekend FTU hopes to extend their one-game win streak when they take on North Georgia tonight at 8 and Bloomfield Saturday, also at 8 p.m. Both games will be played at Oviedo High, not at Lake Highland.

How could FTU play so different in two games?

Realistically, one must take into account that Memphis State is one of the finest teams in the nation, led by three legitimate All-American candidates.

GUARD LARRY Finch led the Tigers with 34 points including 13-21 from the floor-and most from 15-25 ft.

Forward Ronnie Robinson, a 6-8 leaper, and equally tall Larry Keen pulled down 37 rebounds between them as Memphis State out rebounded FTU, 82-60.

Without a doubt, Memphis State is very talented. The Tigers were aided by a capacity crowd of 11,600, who came out to cheer while Finch and Robinson averaged more than 30 rebounds and outrebounding records.

MEMPHIS STATE was aided even more by a coldshooting FTU squad. The poor shooting forced the Knights to abandon their downwind and try to run-and-shoot with Memphis State. FTU hit only 14 of 44 shots in the first half when FTU took a 61-38 advantage.

Mike Clark scored 16 points.

John Smith uncouled his 6-4 frame to spring for 20 rebounds and 16 points. It was his defensive rebounding that started many fastbreaks which ended with Mike Clark or Arnett Hall driving for layups.

The press worked to effectively FTU took a 21-3 lead at one time in the first half.

With a comfortable lead, Coach Tommy Clark was able to substitute liberally and two freshmen responded with sound efforts. Guard Steve Armitage scored 12 points and 6-7 center Willy Belboch added 13 points and seven rebounds.

ASSISTANT COACH Ben Motes explained the difference in the two games. "After gaining a little humility against Memphis State, we had more incentive for improvement against teams of our own caliber."

About the only negative thing about the game was the injury to captain Mike Clark. Clark suffered an ankle injury as he committed his fifth foul with almost 15 minutes left in the game. Clark may not be ready for tonight's game with North Georgia.

North Georgia, you may remember, is the team that beat FTU 87-86 last year when "Jimmie Smith" failed to make the game when he missed the plane.

RETURNING for North Georgia is the entire starting five, including Jim Hyder who hit for 27 points in last year's win over FTU. Added to last year's starting five are two junior college transfer, 6-6 Terry Larry and 6-9 Johnny Glibstep.

On Saturday FTU plays Bloomfield at Oviedo High Gym. Bloomfield also returns their entire starting five. A point worth repeating for those of you planning to attend the games this weekend, both will be played at Oviedo-not Lake Highland.
Social Tennis Different Than Match Play Tennis
By Bill McGrath

Most persons think of tennis as a baseball-minded sport, but it is not and not strenuous. Well, that is true for the average social game of tennis where most of the time is spent picking up balls. When it comes to competitive tennis, however, it's a whole new ball game - especially when players compete in tournaments.

Only top players from other states and other countries compete in the events and only California and Florida have year round tennis courts.

These weekend tournaments allow players to gain a ranking, the yardstick for measuring a player's ability, since they are sanctioned by the U.S. Lawn Tennis Association.

For the competitive tennis player, tournaments allow an opportunity to gain the experience which comes from playing in a select field with all the top players. Members of the FTU tennis team have played in several of the tournaments on the Florida tennis circuit and have made excellent showings. Winning and losing, going up and down, foreign players, two from out of state and top four area players.

In a tournament match, a player needs to combine quickness, footwork, shots of speed, endurance. Matches last two to three hours with no time-outs or half times. In an average match a player can expect to run more than four miles. The most important factor in tournament play, however, is concentration over a long period of time. The player must be able to concentrate with his head together when your body says to give in. This is often the difference between winning and losing a match.

The key to top playing condition the FTU squad is working out 15 hours a week.
TKE Upsets ATO, 34-31; SSX, ATO Battle Today

This afternoon's much-anticipated basketball match-up of Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Sigma Chi no longer features two undefeated teams due to a surprising upset this week.

TKE Kappa Epsilon’s squad updated today’s main event on Wednesday as they defeated arch-rival ATO 34-31, in the exciting wrap-up of the January 9 suspended contest. The game continued from the midway point, with TKE leading 17-15 (the half-time score).

TKE came out red-hot, scoring 18 of the first 17 points, and put ATO in a 30-19 hole. TKE piled up their 13-point spread on the strong-board work of Dale Wise, who also scored 9, and a bolting show by the whole team. However, they became overly cautious with the lead and nearly blew it with numerous turnovers. Larry and Rich Johnston and Bill Whidden all hit jumpers, and Kirt Wolfe made two from close range for ATO. Suddenly it was 83-29 with about two minutes remaining.

Then Wise made the play that probably saved the day for his first team, stealing an inbounds pass directly under the basket and laying it in for the two points that broke the scoring drought. Then Larry Johnston’s 16-footer cut it to 92-91. A free throw by TKE’s Jay Ferguson made it 92-91. When Ferguson missed the second attempt of the one-on-one, ATO rebounded and quickly called timeout with seven seconds to play, but the time-out was their fourth of the half—one over the limit—resulting in a technical foul. Ferguson made the free throw to sew up the win and hand ATO the stunning defeat.

So some of the hater may have disappeared from today’s SSX-ATO contest, but little of the importance has. SSX, 3-0, could put themselves well on the way to the Fraternity title with a victory. ATO loss would pretty much drop the defending champs from the championship picture. SSX would have to rate the favorite role in today’s game on the basis of their solid early season play.

SSX is paced by guard Doug Akers and forward Ron Chesser while the Johnston brothers, who have combined for 47 points of ATO’s two-game total of 67, lead their squad. An additional note: SSX led ATO 9-0 when their originally scheduled game was postponed January 10 because of a rain-soaked court which made playing basketball hazardous at best.

In other action on this week’s abbreviated schedule, Lambda Chi Alpha nipped Kappa Sigma 26-25, behind Neil Howard’s 11 points; ATO whipped KS 86-31 and TKE and SSX both won over Chi Phi. Last Thursday, TKE rolled over Tau Epsilon Phi 60-29, behind Eddie John’s 20-point scoring surge, 18 of which came in the first half.

Fraternity
Mandings

| SSX | 3 | 0 | 30.7 | 21.0 |
| SAE | 2 | 0 | 28.5 | 20.5 |
| TKE | 1 | 3 | 37.3 | 24.8 |
| LKA | 2 | 1 | 34.7 | 23.0 |
| ATO | 1 | 3 | 31.5 | 27.0 |
| KS | 1 | 3 | 21.5 | 24.0 |
| TEP | 0 | 2 | 26.0 | 26.0 |
| Chi Phi | 0 | 4 | 11.8 | 29.8 |

Individual Scoring Leaders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G Pts.</th>
<th>Ppg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. Johnston</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aker, SSX</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Johnson,</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, LKA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank, TKE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, TEP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts, KS</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesser, SSX</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, SAE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asendorf, TEP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, TKE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett, SAE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfe, ATO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We Have the
Largest Student Quarters Available Now!
No Waiting!

ALL BRAND NEW

UNIVERSITY

APARTMENTS

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

PHONE (305)
273-2720
831-1222

1 & 2 BEDROOM COMPLETELY
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

* SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA)
* SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
* TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
* NO LEASES (30 DAY NOTICE TO VACATE REQUIRED)
* ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
* COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
* CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO
CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER
BUILDINGS IN THE AREA

FOR RENTALS TALK TO
W. M. LYNCH MANAGER

MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA